
The low-key Rupa, whose
strength is its enviable distribu-
tion network built over decades,
is also bullish like never before.
Its star writer Chetan Bhagat’s
Two States, priced at Rs 95, like
his previous best-seller One
Night @ the Call Centre, was
released simultaneously all over
the country.

“We are already ahead of reach-
ing our sales target of 10 lakh
copies in 10 weeks,” says Kapish
Mehra of Rupa. This year’s target
was more ambitious than what
Rupa had set for Bhagat’s last
book, The 3 Mistakes of My Life,
which sold 10 lakh copies in 10
months. The controversy gener-
ated by Jaswant Singh’s Jinnah:
India-Partition-Independence, a
Rupa acquisition, ensured the
book sold over 50,000 copies.

The second half of 2008 was bad
but the market began to pick up
from the beginning of this year,”
says Mehra. “At the cost of
sounding pompous, we dominate
the market, with one big title out
every month. We launched four
new fiction authors last month
and each sold 10,-15,000 copies in
30 days,” says Mehra.

With increasing book sales, the
standards for bestsellers are also
soaring. Where a book that sold
about 5,000 copies earlier was
considered a bestseller, now it
takes sales of about 20,000-25,000
before you can call it one, points
out P.M. Sukumar, CEO, Harper-
Collins India.

TITLES ACROSS all cat-
egories are becoming
bestsellers. Rujuta
Diwekar’s Don’t Lose
Your Mind, Lose Your

Weight (Random House India)
has sold 83,000 copies. All of Pen-
guin’s Allen Lane titles —
launched with Nandan Nilekani’s
Imagining India just before the
Mumbai attacks last year — have
been bestsellers. William Dalrym-
ple has outdone himself by selling
30,000 copies of Nine Lives within
the first two weeks. “It’s a record
for me,” he says. Wendy Doniger’s
The Hindus is priced at Rs 999,
but it has been disappearing from
the bookshelves fast enough for
its publishers to go in for a reprint

within weeks of its release.
Other publishing houses have

also registered a growth —
though not as much as in 2007,
which was one of the best years
for publishing in recent history.
Says Pramod Kapoor of Roli
Books, “We’d be surprised if we
don’t report at least a 20 per cent
growth by the end of this finan-
cial year.” HarperCollins India
sales are roughly 25 per cent up
since the same time last year. 

Despite the rosy picture, the
slowdown has had an effect on
decision-making. But, as Kapoor
points out, “publishers have to
plan much in advance and can’t
take today’s gloom to tomorrow.”
Expenses have been curtailed,
production costs have been
brought down in a way that does-
n’t affect quality, and in some
cases, the print run has come
down as well.

Late last year, large book chains,
which are part of big corporate
houses, returned many books to
distributors, who, in turn,
returned them to publishers. But
the market has improved signifi-
cantly this year. The national
chain, Crossword Bookstore,
interestingly, has reported a
growth powered by the rapidly
rising sales of books targeted at
children and young adults.

The trade is also thriving in
independent bookshops. Ask Ajit
Vikram Singh, who owns Fact
and Fiction at Basant Lok. “The
footfalls may have come down,
but the sales haven’t. Fewer peo-
ple are buying more books today,”
he says. Singh, though, reports
that buyers today are paying less
attention to imported titles.

It also helps that the annual
Frankfurt Book Fair, the world’s
biggest publishing industry
showcase, reported more busi-
ness than expected this past
October. The other good thing,
points out Mukherjee of Harper-
Collins India, is that the reces-
sion-induced cutbacks have
made the industry more real.
That could start a new chapter in
the country’s thriving publishing
industry.

Multi-crore advances, bidding wars for book rights and
the celebrity status. Indian authors never had it so good 

It’s the money, honey: (from left) Vikram Seth, Sarita Mandanna
and Ramchandra Guha (top) are now in the big bucks league 

ARECORD
advance of Rs 13-
14 crore for
Vikram Seth’s
sequel to A Suit-
able Boy slated

for release in 2013. A Rs 97-
lakh, seven-book deal for
historian Ramchandra
Guha. Another seven-fig-
ure advance for the New
York-based debutante nov-
elist Sarita Mandanna. A
bidding war for Chitra
Banerjee Divakaruni’s
novel, and big bucks being
rolled out for Aravind
Adiga’s next
novel based in
Mumbai.

With money like
that doing the
rounds in India’s
publishing indus-
try, did anyone
utter the word
‘recession’? Says
Ravi Singh, edi-
tor-in-chief, Pen-
guin India, “We
saw the recession
as a temporary
phase and didn’t
expect it to last
long.” In the last
six months, more
big books have
been bought by
Penguin India than before,
though Singh insists the
moolah isn’t being shelled out
recklessly, and is on average
the same as the money that
was spent in 2007. “Each
advance amount is a consid-
ered decision based on a
profit-and-loss analysis and
projected sales,” says Singh.

Part of the reason that
advances have been going up in
the last three years, he adds, is
that with readership growing in
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India, publishing houses have to
pay more for bigger books.
“Almost every big author is now
being represented by foreign
agents,” Singh says. “So the
money demanded is higher.” The
international publishing houses,
which have set up shop in India
in recent years, are also shelling
out impressive advances to build
lists.

Industry insiders point out,
though, that the newsmaking
advances are only paid to estab-
lished authors. “A big author will
get a higher advance — recession
or no recession,” says Saugata

Mukherjee, senior
commissioning edi-
tor for HarperCollins
India. “Some of the
advances given out
have been mind-bog-
gling. At the end of
the day, we are glad
we haven’t put in
unreal sums as
advances. One does-
n’t know what will
happen two years
from now.”

Call it the Aravind
Adiga booster shot.
Publishers acknowl-
edge that Adiga’s
surprise Man Booker
performance last
year did help draw
back the recession-
weary customer to
the bookshop, unlike

in America and Europe, where
the publishing sector has still not
recovered from recession.

Adiga’s The White Tiger has
sold 150,000 copies; impressive
for a literary title. Most copies,
incidentally, were sold this year,
with about 4,000 flying off the
shelves each month. Says
Mukherjee, “Media exposure
after Adiga’s Booker win rejuve-
nated the entire market. With it,
Indian writing came into its own
once again, post The God of
Small Things.”

Who
knew?
In the last six
months, more
big books have
been bought by
Penguin India
than before...
But each
advance is a con-
sidered decision
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